
All over the World is a problem with supply of pure drinking 
water, especially in special circumstances like natural 
catastrophe or in war conditions, where could be a problem 
with biological, chemical or radiological contamination of 
water source. 

Our brand new product is installed in 20-feet autonomous container 
which contains combination of interconnected filtration system which 
are capable of recognize the source and level of contamination and 
purify water to such an extent that it becomes suitable for drinking, in 
accordance with the STANAG 2136 Standard. Better says, the system 
mobile unit MSPV solves the problem of using multiple filtration units 
in the case of unknown source of contamination. MSPV determines 
the source and level of contamination and chose adequate filtration by 
means of computer-controlled analysis and filtration of water source. 
MSPV is highly efficient unit with own power supply which could assure 
up to 400.000 liters of pure drinking water per day. Furthermore MSPV 
could prepare a pure drinking water also from Salt water or water 
sources which are highly load with colloid pieces. We could assure 
that our MSPV is highly important and necessary for every Army and 
Civil use like mobile hospitals, commands, kitchens, hotels or any 
other civil water supply all over the World which have to assure pour 
drinking water.

Basic components of MSPV are:
- 20-feet container (NATO standard)
- Diesel electrical generator set
- Cooling-warming air-condition set
- Tank for pure drinking water with ozone generator
- Vacuum basket with flood-pump
- Income vacuum pipe
- Self cleaning pre filtration
- Ion exchangers with selective pitch for radioactive diligences
- Ultrafiltration modules
- Reactor for oxidation/reduction
- Multimedia filters
- High-press pumps
- Desalination Membrane
- Disinfections agent pumps
- Summergible pump with the Membrane Back-wash system
- Inverter pumps for way-out water
- Monitoring device of source (way-in) water with RAD scanner, salt 

measurer and enzyme testification
- Way-in and way-out sample tank
- Computer controlling system
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Contaminated water come in container across vacuum basket 
which contains flood-pump, protected with grave inox mesh 
and it divide in double pre-filtration, which is composed with two 
tandem-works double filter concatenations. Both filters purify 
water of all mechanical pieces bigger than 200 microns. Under 
function of both filters the self-purifying of each filter concatena-
tions who works in to phases is automatically released. In first 
phase course transversal cleaning both filters in concatenation, 
the second phase course recurrent cleaning first filter concat-
enation and then also the second filter concatenation. Very im-
portant is, that the whole system works undisturbed regarding 
the cleaning procedure.

The filtered water go than back into the source canal or in the 
source from where it is pumping, only the small quantity of it 
fill up the sample tank for way-in water. From sample tank the 
micro pumps transporting water into the in-line monitoring de-
vice, which works on basis of encapsulation enzymes, who with 
color changes warning the system on presence of contamina-
tions. Into the monitoring device is installed also the system for 
recognizing the radio contamination and water saltiness. The 
monitoring results computer gets already in few minutes which 
representing the base for define suitable combination of filter-
ing concatenations who will produce the pure drinking water. If 

the system recognize the radioactive substance into the water, 
the water redirect through the radioactive eliminable modules 
and only than through ultra filters and other necessary filtering 
systems. In case of salt water is water preliminary purifying with 
micro filters, than is transported through oxidation/reduction 
reactor and multi-media filters, after than go with help of high-
press pump through desalinization membrane. In that case the 
MSPV could produce up to 50.000 liters of pure drinking water 
per day.
In each case worth that the purified water is keeping into the 
tank where with non-stopping monitoring all the time controls 
its quality.

In case of purifying the radioactive water it is necessary after 
each use, exchange the in-line ion pitch modules and decon-
taminating all prefiltration together with vacuum basket and 
flood-pump.For each segment in the system computer has in-
stalled the control sensor, who controlling the regular working 
of each device.

Irreproachability of the water in tank we assuring with non-stop 
circulations through the in-line ozone generator, which do not 
allowed to progress the microorganisms into the pure drinking 
water.
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CONSpeCTUS Of MSpV


